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The Annie E. Casey Foundation is a
private charitable organization
dedicated to helping build better
futures for disadvantaged children in
the United States. It was established
in 1948 by Jim Casey, one of the
founders of UPS, and his siblings, who
named the Foundation in honor of
their mother. The primary mission
of the Foundation is to foster public
policies, human-service reforms,
and community supports that more
effectively meet the needs of today’s
vulnerable children and families. In
pursuit of this goal, the Foundation

The Annie E. Casey Foundation

makes grants that help states, cities,
and neighborhoods fashion more
innovative, cost-effective responses
to these needs. For more information,
visit the Foundation’s website at
www.aecf.org.

CHILDREN AND FAMILY FELLOWSHIP

An Investment in the Future
Helping low-income communities become places that support and strengthen
families is a complex challenge that requires bold, imaginative, effective action.
A key challenge is building and sustaining strong, effective leadership within —
and partnerships among — families, communities, the nonprofit sector, and the
public systems that share accountability for achieving better results for children
and their families. The Annie E. Casey Foundation believes that essential steps
toward improving outcomes for families and communities include fostering the
capacity of individuals, organizations, and systems to respond more effectively to
the needs of vulnerable children and families; working collaboratively with a
diverse set of stakeholders; focusing on results; using data to make decisions and
track progress; and involving families in decisions about their lives.
Acting on this conviction, the Casey Foundation developed the Children
and Family Fellowship, an 18-month executive leadership program for accomplished professionals. The Fellowship explicitly strives to increase the pool
of diverse, visionary leaders with the confidence and competence to create
supports and systems that help families make positive choices and to lead and
sustain major system reforms and community change initiatives that benefit
large numbers of children and families.
The Children and Family Fellowship is one of the Casey Foundation’s
efforts to build and develop the leadership potential of individuals at the helm
of public and nonprofit organizations working to improve outcomes for children.
The Foundation also provides other opportunities for neighborhood residents,
communities, organizations, and systems to build their respective leadership
capacity in addressing the needs of vulnerable children and families. Some
parallel efforts include support to nonprofit organizations to build their
capacity for sustainability, leadership development within systems and
communities to accelerate the achievement of results, and neighborhood
resident leadership development to enable families to actively participate in
achieving results that matter most to them. A complement to our existing
programs and funding strategies, the Fellowship represents an important
investment in the future of the human services field — and in the futures of
our most vulnerable children.
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Grant Jones
2000
Grant Jones is the founding executive director of the Center for
African American Health in the
Metro Denver area. The Center
focuses on reducing the serious
health disparities that affect
African Americans through community-based health education,
participatory research, and out-

Seeking Talented Professionals, Aspiring and Achieving Leaders

reach that promotes active and

The Fellowship seeks people who are committed to helping low-income

healthy lifestyle behavior. During

families succeed in their roles as parents, members of communities, and

the past two years, Grant helped

productive participants in the workforce and economy. We seek people who are

create the Center out of the Metro

committed to achieving better outcomes for children, families, and communi-

Denver Black Church Initiative,

ties. We seek talented, accomplished, and ambitious professionals from across
the country who want to strengthen public and nonprofit systems in ways that
make them more reliable, equitable, effective, and efficient. We seek people

which he founded in 1993 at the
Denver-based Piton Foundation.
“What I am most proud of,” he
says, “is leading the organization

who strive for excellence, who want to accelerate their professional and

through this transition into an

personal development, and who want to amplify their impact and make a

area where it has a unique com-

greater difference.

petency.” Grant’s Fellowship
experience provided him with

A Life-Changing Opportunity

many of the skills he needed to

The Fellowship is an intensive program designed to increase the capacity of

help make this transformation

leaders to improve outcomes for America’s vulnerable families. Through 18

possible. “The Fellowship,” he

months of Fellowship activities, participants broaden their vision, increase their
base of knowledge, and expand and refine their skills. Fellows develop new and
strengthen their existing networks and accumulate the experience they need to

says, “provides an opportunity to
build your leadership toolkit.
That includes leadership skill
enhancement, a powerful network

lead major change efforts. A unique opportunity for reflection, exploration, and

of colleagues, access to resources,

learning, the Fellowship fosters career-enhancing growth and provides lifelong

and an opportunity for renewal.

connections to the Foundation and its networks.

Through the Fellowship, I was
able to think bigger and more

High Expectations
At the end of this rich experience, Fellows travel a career path of increasing
impact and influence. The Casey Foundation makes a significant investment in
its Fellows, and has ambitious expectations for them as they go forward. We
expect Fellows to be in significant leadership positions where they can effectively
lead system reforms or community change that improve the life circumstances and
prospects of vulnerable children and families living in low-income communities.

strategically about social change.”

Fellowship Goals
The Children and Family
Fellowship experience is

• Expand Knowledge

• Enlarge Networks

Fellows learn about innovative

Fellows gain exposure to people,

programs, policies, practices, and

programs, and ideas that challenge

powerful strategies that are

their thinking and assumptions.

Fellows gain insight into the pos-

strengthening communities and

This network building also helps

sibilities for improving outcomes

families.

Fellows develop relationships that

designed to:
• Br o a d e n V i s i o n

for fragile families and disinvested
neighborhoods and can envision
the pathways needed to reach
those goals.

• Enhance Leadership
Capacity
Fellows hone their technical skills,

will be important resources as they
progress through their careers.
• Increase Confidence

expand their ability to think strate-

Fellows build the self-assurance

gically, and increase their self-

and boldness needed to take on

awareness—all critical aspects of

challenging career paths and lead

successful leadership.

significant change initiatives.

Norman Yee
2001

The Fellowship Experience

As President of the San Francisco

The 18-month Fellowship program brings together leaders from varied profes-

is focused on closing the achieve-

sional backgrounds, geographic regions, and racial and ethnic groups. This
diverse group of Fellows becomes a powerful “learning community” that serves
as both catalyst and support throughout this intensive experience. At the same

Board of Education, Norman Yee

ment gap between the district’s
students and those in the suburbs. The work challenges his
consensus-building skills, as he

time, the Fellowship is structured to serve the complex and individual learning

strives to bring cohesiveness to an

needs of each Fellow. Change is the hallmark of the Fellowship—personal and

often fractious board of educa-

professional change, change in perspective and vision, and changes of scenery

tion, develops a new student

as Fellows travel to the Casey Foundation and to eight seminars around the

school assignment process, and

country. While balancing the demands of their current positions, Fellows

balances the views of local non-

participate in a series of leadership opportunities, including executive seminars,

profits vying for influence. “I

site visits to observe innovations in the field, and work on custom-crafted

need to mitigate the interests of

projects to provide real-time application and learning.

competing groups to their satisfaction and to the satisfaction of

Group Seminars
The cornerstone of the Fellowship experience is a series of eight four-day
seminars that employ a dynamic, experiential learning approach. Co-designed
by Foundation staff, Fellows, and New York University’s Robert F. Wagner

their constituents, in a way that
there is added value,” he notes.
The Network, he says, helped him
begin his tenure positively by
providing a small grant to support

Graduate School of Public Service, the seminar series builds on the Fellows’

a school board planning process.

experience and expertise. The seminars are based on the core proposition that

“This helped me build trust with

effective leaders understand the dynamics of a shared power world and that real

my colleagues and thrust me into

change requires productive partnerships involving families, communities, and

a position where I could use my

the faith, for-profit, public, and nonprofit sectors.

team-building skills,” he explains.

The seminar series will enhance the Fellows’ leadership capacity in four
major arenas:
• leadership for the benefit of children, families, and communities;
• leadership for the development of their organization;
• leadership to transform the systems the leader works within; and
• their personal and professional development.
Each seminar explores real-time organizational challenges in the context of
site visits. Fellows visit organizations and agencies where innovation is helping
to solve complex problems and where effective approaches are producing measurable results for children and families. Each seminar offers a concrete set of tools
to aid Fellows in the realization of effective systems change, including results
accountability, reducing racial disparities, interest-based negotiation, responsibility charting, and the campaign approach to systems reform. The seminars
provide an opportunity for reflective practice, peer learning, and networking.

His Fellowship experiences have
made him open to new solutions
and taught him to ask the right
questions. “If you need to
recharge and figure things out,
the Fellowship and Network can
be a big help,” he says.

Theresa
Mayberry-Dunn
2001
Grace Hill Settlement House is
a major force for change in St.
Louis’s poorest neighborhoods.
Its programs tap local talent to
fight poverty, isolation, and societal disrespect. As President and
CEO, Theresa Mayberry-Dunn has
added public policy advocacy to
Grace Hill’s strategic agenda.
“We believe our role is to be a
catalyst, to bring to the attention
of public policy leaders the
impact of their decisions,” she
says. Recently, the Foundation
recognized Grace Hill as a
FAMILIES COUNT Honoree, and

its Women’s Business Center and
Americorps Trail Ranger program
have received national accolades.
Theresa believes the Fellowship’s
training in partnership and teamwork has been a large part of her
success. “The most useful lesson
is that a leader does not have to
be totally self-sufficient,” she

Individual Learning Plans

explains. She finds the Fellow-

At the beginning of the program, Fellows construct an individual learning plan

ship Network an excellent source

that serves as the “road map” for their Fellowship experience. The plan asks

of continuing inspiration. “I
often leave a Network event with
a notebook filled with ideas and
concepts,” Theresa says. “It’s a
gift of leadership resources.”

each Fellow to frame a personal theory of change, that is, a vision of how
change occurs for children, families, and communities and the leadership roles
they aspire to play in creating that change. The plan evolves throughout the
Fellowship and serves as a powerful reflective tool. It focuses each Fellow on
the results they want to achieve, establishes personal learning and professional
development goals, and describes a set of Fellowship experiences strategically
designed to meet those goals. Fellows will have access to professional coaches
and Fellowship faculty to support their journey.

Individual Learning Activities
To complement the seminars and other group activities, Fellows pursue
individual experiences that address the specific needs and goals set out in

Molly McGrath
2001
As Deputy Commissioner of
Chicago’s Department of Health
and Human Services, Molly
McGrath manages Mayor Richard
Daley’s efforts to reform the city’s
human services, including his 10year plans to end homelessness
and transform public housing.
During her tenure, she has had an
impact on reorienting service models from utilization to results.
“The Fellowship exposed me to
evidence across the country that
results are achievable,” she
explains. “Now instead of asking
how many referrals we can make,
we ask who is better off.” Molly
uses the technical skills she
learned from the Fellowship in her
work: “The Fellowship gave me
frameworks for decision-making,
facilitation, and finding pragmatic
solutions.” Now the Fellowship
Network’s chair, Molly says her
colleagues give her the support

their learning plans. These activities include special projects, conference

she needs to handle this difficult,

participation, directed readings, and much more. Fellows are connected to

sometimes impossible-feeling,

content-relevant Casey staff and Casey Fellows Alumni with whom they

work. “I sometimes wonder, with-

negotiate learning activities such as a site visit to an innovative program or

out the Network, would I have had

participation at a conference.

the stamina to stay with it?” she
asks. “Knowing that there are peo-

Fellowship Project
Throughout the 18-month period, Fellows work on a current challenge —
an opportunity they identify for themselves or for an organization of their
choosing — to have a greater impact on improving outcomes for vulnerable
children and families. This project helps them focus their exploration, directly
and immediately apply ideas and tools discussed throughout the seminars,
and document their learning and growth. The Foundation provides technical
assistance to be applied toward the Fellow’s individual or organizational project.

ple out there working as hard as I
am, I feel that I am not alone.”

Chet Hewitt
1995
Chet Hewitt, Director of the

The Casey Fellows Alumni Network

Alameda County Social Services

All Fellows become part of the growing network of influential Casey Fellows

Agency (SSA), knows what it
takes to make large-scale systems

across the country. The Casey Fellows Network provides opportunities for

reform a reality. Before taking on

professional collaboration and supports Fellow-to-Fellow relationships that

his current position, Chet spent a

maximize the impact of the Fellowship experience. The Network meets semi-

year as Director of SSA’s Depart-

annually and conducts ongoing professional development activities. It also

ment of Children and Family

provides resources to support Fellows, including grants and technical assistance

Services (DCFS). Just weeks into
his tenure, the state threatened to

resources. The Network supports collaborative activities among Fellows and

take over DCFS. Chet and his

encourages them to take advantage of the wealth of knowledge and expertise

leadership team responded with a

among Fellows, leverage Casey resources in their own work, and offer ongoing

comprehensive reform effort. A

consultation and leadership to the Fellowship program and the Foundation.

little more than a year later, the
agency was back in the state’s
good graces. This success earned
Chet a promotion to his current
position, where he is seeking
another major change initiative

Selection Criteria
The Children and Family Fellowship seeks highly qualified individuals who
have made a difference in the lives of disadvantaged children and families, the

aimed at integrating SSA’s broad
range of “silo-ed” social service

communities in which they live, or the systems that serve them. The candidates

programs, including TANF, child

we are looking for have a minimum of ten years of diverse professional experiences,

welfare, and workforce develop-

characterized by increasing levels of responsibility in the field of children and

ment. “The Fellowship deepened

families (for example, directors, deputies, program managers, department heads,

my understanding of how social

and executives). They have a strong record of achievement and career advancement

service systems work,” he says.
“That enabled me to create a

and have set their sights on even higher levels of impact and influence.

vision for an integrated, familycentered human services agency.”

A Leadership Profile

Chet is equally interested in

Strong candidates demonstrate a variety of leadership qualities and show evi-

changing the way his agency

dence of even greater leadership potential. They have a vision for change. They

works with area nonprofit groups.

are capable of promoting collaboration and cooperation across disciplines and

“[Government] needs to engage
the nonprofit sector, not merely

among diverse groups, and of managing and institutionalizing change. They are

as a contractor, but as a strategic

able to innovate, take and manage risks, listen and learn, inspire others, and

partner,” he explains.

persevere, often against great odds. They have significant influence within their
organizations and have the opportunity to immediately apply the concepts
learned through the Fellowship within their organizations. The Fellowship seeks
people who can translate their beliefs into action, think strategically, get things
done, and measure the difference they are making for children and families.

Ambitious Career Goals
The Fellowship wants leaders who are ready for significant professional challenges and expanded leadership roles — in major community-building initiatives

Yolie Flores
Aguilar
and in public systems. They should not simply aspire to the next rung on the
organizational ladder. They have ambitious career goals and want increasing
responsibility for leading systems and community change efforts that improve
outcomes for large numbers of disadvantaged children and families.

At a Pivotal Point in Careers
The Casey Fellowship is not for everyone. We seek the right people, but also

1993
The Los Angeles County Children’s Planning Council (CPC), a
collaboration of 48 agencies, nonprofits, and community leaders,
is the nation’s largest children’s
partnership network. As CEO,
Yolie Flores Aguilar helped effect

people at the right moment in their careers. Fellows must be prepared to

a sea change in the way govern-

participate in the program — committing the time and energy to take full

ment and community work together

advantage of the Fellowship opportunity while balancing the demands of their

to improve the lives of children.

current positions.

“Historically, the public and nonprofit sectors have worked in
isolation,” she notes. “Now, the
Los Angeles County bureaucracy
is supporting community-building
efforts and learning how to forge
partnerships.” Yolie’s 10-year
goal is for the county to have an
infrastructure and a culture that
will help the public and nonprofit
sectors work with the community
in a strategic manner to achieve
better outcomes. The Fellowship
taught Yolie that relationships
and data are key to driving this
type of change. “CPC is regarded
as the source for data on the wellbeing of children,” she says.
“Focusing on outcomes and
results — and engaging the community — has built public and
political support for the work we
need to do on behalf of children.”

practice. They recognize that collaborative leadership and partnerships are
essential to achieving results. They are committed to producing results that can
be monitored and measured.

Leading in the context of a “shared power world”
Candidates engage partners in the community, public agencies, and other sectors
to achieve measurable results for children and families. They are committed to
including families in decision-making. They understand that in today’s shared
power world a leader must look beyond traditional realms and engage multiple
viewpoints and stakeholders in action to improve outcomes.

Striving for organizational excellence
Candidates are capable of leading and institutionalizing change. They can apply
the learning and tools acquired in the Fellowship to their own organizations
and to the communities and systems in which they work. They strive for high
performance for themselves and for their organizations.

Investing in professional and personal growth
Successful candidates are committed to investing in their professional and personal development. They are interested in learning about themselves and understanding others. They are reflective about their leadership and interpersonal
styles, and willing to make changes that help them become more effective leaders.

Selection Process
The Casey Foundation solicits nominations for the Children and Family
Fellowship from a prestigious, national network of organizations and individuals
who lead many of the most dynamic systems, institutions, and programs in
America today. Their wide spheres of influence throughout the public, nonprofit,
and private sectors uniquely position them to identify the talented leaders
sought by the Children and Family Fellowship.
Once nominated, candidates are invited to complete a Fellowship application. The Fellowship Selection Committee, comprised of a diverse team of
Casey staff, Fellowship alumni, and partners in the Foundation’s work, reviews
all applications and recommends candidates for further consideration. Special
attention will be given to candidates with significant ties to the places,
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The Fellowship aims to
support, strengthen, and
nurture leaders representative
of the communities and people
who are served by public and
nonprofit systems. We seek
Fellows from varied personal,
racial, ethnic, and professional
backgrounds.

Azadeh Khalili
2003
Nearly 40 percent of New York
City’s population are foreign born.
As Deputy Commissioner for
the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant
Affairs, Azadeh Khalili serves as a
bridge between immigrant communities and the New York City
government. She frequently calls
on the members of the Fellowship
Network for advice and insights.
“Every aspect of the Fellowship
has been useful to me,” says
Azadeh. “It taught me about
results-based accountability,
made me aware of my role as a
leader, and encouraged me to consistently look for partners to bring
about large-scale change.” In her
current work, language issues are
critical. “Inability to read, write, or
speak English is a barrier to many

Successful Candidates Are
Committed to:
Strengthening the role and control families have in deciding
their futures

vulnerable immigrant families in

Candidates recognize that their role is to support families in realizing the aspira-

accessing city services,” she says.

tions they have for themselves and their children. They believe that children do

To help city agencies share strate-

well when their families do well. Candidates recognize that services and supports

gies for improving language ser-

to families are most effective when the family is a full partner in decisions made

vices, she created the Interagency
Task Force on Language Access

about the family. Candidates believe that when families have the needed

with funding from the Foundation.

resources and capacity they will act on their own behalf in ways that support and

She also coordinates New York’s

strengthen the family.

Temporary Day Laborer Job Site
Commission, which is exploring

Improving the life circumstances of America’s most vulnerable

the feasibility of creating Day

children and families

Laborer Job Centers. She also
partners with colleagues in

Candidates have demonstrated a commitment to assisting underserved com-

Washington, D.C., to advocate for

munities, reducing racial disparities, and managing a diverse workforce. They

national immigration reform.

reflect the diversity of client and employee populations and understand how
race, ethnicity, class, gender, and language affect service delivery, policy,
practice, advocacy, and leadership decisions.

Achieving results, holding accountability, and using data to
improve systems
Candidates embrace the use of data to improve programs, services, and the
systems in which they operate. They are interested in employing evidence-based

organizations, and areas of interest in which the Foundation invests. Personal
recommendations are then sought and reviewed. The Committee selects a small
number of finalists who are invited to the Casey Foundation for an interview.
The Committee may also visit the finalists in their workplaces to learn more
about their home organizations.
Final selection of Children and Family Fellows is announced following
the interviews.

Foundation Support
The Casey Foundation funds the cost of tuition of the Children and Family
Fellowship as well as all program-related expenses, including:
• Travel to and from Fellowship activities
• Meals
• Lodging
• Materials
The Foundation may also cover additional expenses a Fellow incurs due to
his or her participation in the Fellowship.
In addition, the Foundation provides a modest honorarium to each Fellow’s
organization to express appreciation for the Fellow’s participation. Technical
assistance to be applied toward the Fellow’s individual or organizational project
may also be available.
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701 St. Paul Street
Baltimore, MD 21202
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